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Scottsdale Recovery Center Announces the New
Lifetime Therapy Program for Lifetime
Addiction Recovery
Arizona Rehabilitation Center Creates a first-of-its-kind
program.
(SCOTTSDALE, Ariz.) – Scottsdale Recovery Center (SRC), a drug and alcohol rehab facility in
Scottsdale, Arizona, is proud to announce its Lifetime Therapy Program. An industry first,
putting patient care above all, SRC is holding its treatment program accountable to all Americans
suffering from substance abuse addictions.
After medical detox or a 28-day inpatient treatment program, it is often difficult for clients hard
for clients to reconnect once they have left treatment and are redefining their life without an
addiction. With SRC's Lifetime Therapy Program, the clients receive ongoing support for the
length of their life including medical checkups, emotional learning tools, life skills training and
camaraderie from like-minded people in a community of recovery. Lifetime Therapy will aids
those in sobriety through life stresses and relapse prevention. When SRC says Lifetime Therapy,
they mean it, treatment for life!
SRC has noticed a gap in health insurance companies understanding and financial offerings for
those in addiction recovery, and that was a driving factor in the inception of its newest program.
SRC’s Lifetime Therapy Program is the an empowering, affordable, extended, addiction
aftercare program available that is licensed, certified and upholds the strictest level of
confidentiality.The Lifetime Therapy Program is individualized and can easily change client by
client. SRC’s Lifetime Therapy Program delivers with many traditional and holistic therapies
offered on a schedule that they choose.

SRC's Lifetime Therapy Program is an ideal option for post-rehab executives, young adults,
older family men and women, and the elderly. Medical and doctor-based therapies are available
in with the lifetime program, but their wholistic approach to therapy insides an emphasis on
fellowship and sober friendship, therapeutic wellness centers, and active lifestyle options.
SRC works with each individual client to focus on what they personally need to stay the course
of sobriety and pick what works best for them and their lifestyle and interests. about what it
SRC’s Lifetime Therapy Program is set up in 30-day cycles with no hassles or contracts while
maintaining flexible with clients when a need to change arises. You can also pause this program
if you are in need of a break for any reason. The flexibility built in to the Lifetime Therapy
Program can greatly minimize the likelihood of a replaps.
In fact, with overall rates of addiction relapse being 60–90 percent, what clients do after is the
difference between success and their next detox program. That’s why SRC has created an
industry first — Lifetime Therapy Program. Because recovery is for a lifetime … aftercare
should last just as long, at no cost. Join SRC to get clean and sober. Whether it’s a client's first
attempt at addiction recovery or they’ve been elsewhere for help, SRC's Lifetime Therapy
Program is here to complement its drug and alcohol treatment programs by extending many of
the benefits clients receive during the initial phase of recovery. For more information on
Scottsdale Recovery Center, please call 1-888-NODRUGS or visit us online at
www.scottsdalerecovery.com.
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About Scottsdale Recovery Center
Scottsdale Recovery Center is Arizona’s leader in drug rehab & alcohol addiction treatment,
medical detox and inpatient and outpatient services. Serving people struggling with addiction
nationwide since 2007, SRC is Joint Commission Accredited and dedicated to helping save lives.
Real recovery for a lifetime takes a program that lasts just as long. Drug and alcohol addiction or
mental health issues don’t happen overnight. Neither does recovery. It's a lifelong journey of
self-care and rediscovering how to do life clean and sober. Scottsdale Recovery Center (SRC) is
on a mission to create a platform of recovery for LIFE. SRC took a long, hard look at the rehab
industry practices, rates of relapse and exorbitant costs and identified a shortfall – and designed a
program to increase outcomes. SRC asked its alumni what they needed to be successful – what’s
critical to recovery – and included that in a guarantee resulting in a Lifetime Therapy Program
that fills the void – and then some.

